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Introduction
Anyone monitoring the status of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon quickly per-
ceives that political considerations usually eclipse the rights-based consider-
ations involved, regardless of how fundamental the latter are. This trend is based, 
in particular, on fear of integration and naturalization of Palestinian refugees in 
Lebanon. Such integration could topple the demographic balance between the 
sects and, by doing so, disrupt the norms of power sharing between the sects’ 
dignitaries or leaders. Because of these fears, the discourse on Palestinian rights 
has profound symbolic dimensions: the denial of these rights in some respects 
constitutes and in other respects is portrayed as one of the exigencies – and 
defenses – of the current political regime and a reassuring factor for people be-
longing to sects that stand to lose political weight if naturalization occurs. On the 
other hand, the recognition of these rights – or the possibility of their recognition – 
is a scarecrow that kindles hostility among such people. Given the state of affairs, 
it is predictable that the link between the anti-Palestinian rights discourse and 
sectarian (i.e. partisan) fears and concerns gives rise to irrational interpretations 
of the non-naturalization principle that cast the recognition of any right, regard-
less of how insignificant it may be, as a violation of this principle. It is also probable 
that no matter how strong the arguments  supporting the rights-based discourse 
are – particularly the strength of Palestinian refugees’ ties to Lebanon, where they 
were born and have lived for generations – they lose all potency in the political 
arena because they clash with the system of power sharing, which has proved to 
be most robust in Lebanon.

To demonstrate the prevalence of political considerations over rights-based con-
siderations, we must refer to several manifestations of these fears. One of the 
most prominent examples is the scarecrow of Palestinian ownership of real estate 
in Lebanon. It is feared that such ownership would strengthen the refugees’ ties 
to Lebanon. To mitigate this fear, the legislature eventually passed a law banning 
persons who are not citizens of a recognized country from taking ownership by 
any means, thus opening the door to discrimination against Palestinian refugees 
and, more generally, against stateless persons – i.e. the groups that are in the 
most dire need of solidarity and therefore affirmative discrimination. Sadly, this 
prohibition subsequently morphed into a typical clause that is incorporated into 
many proposals to recognize civil, social, and economic rights, in order to pre-
vent the naturalization scarecrow from impeding the proposals.
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The strongest evidence of the power of this scarecrow is that former minister of 
interior Ziyad Baroud – known for his pro-human rights discourse – incorporated 
such an exception in one of the two versions of a bill to recognize the right of Leb-
anese women to pass their nationality on to their children. This version stipulated 
that the right applies to all persons born to a Lebanese mother except for persons 
born to a father who is not a citizen of a recognized state.

Developments in Lebanese law show that naturalization and its negative effects 
on the balance in the quota-based power-sharing between the representatives 
of the various sects is a far more sensitive issue than the religious legislations that 
these sects produce in the area of personal status issues. For example, as a result 
of community activism, some progress on the issue of custody has been made 
in the jurisprudence of juvenile justice judges even though this issue clashes with 
earlier religious stances. Conversely, the issue of a mother’s right to transfer her 
nationality to her children remains stagnant.[1] The issue of the right of adults 
younger than 21 to vote also remains stagnant because of fear about the num-
ber of Muslim voters exceeding the number of Christian voters.[2]

The regime’s sensitivity to and denial of such rights will likely increase with the 
deterioration of the Syrian refugee phenomenon and the concerns it evokes. 
Hence, means of overcoming the strong political obstacles facing the Palestinian 
refugee rights discourse must be found.

One of the most apparent of these means is to search for a new arena for dia-
logue, an arena that allows the discussion to be shifted from the logic of scare-
mongering to the logic of rights. In other words, we must find an arena that allows 
for the discussion to be rationalized and freed from the pitfalls of partisan instincts 
and fears. The best arena for this purpose may be the judiciary because of the 
considerations that govern discussions before it, the method through which it 
issues decisions, and its duty to justify these decisions legally. Additionally, the 
recognized right of every natural and legal person to litigate ensures that any-
one concerned can access it. The judiciary is, from a number of perspectives, 
preferable to other arenas that could be used or have been established for the 
purpose of addressing Palestinian rights issues, the most important of which is the 
Lebanese Palestinian Dialogue Committee.[3] 
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This committee remains, in its composition, initiatives, agenda, and work method, 
governed by political considerations – suffice it to say that the committee’s presi-
dent is appointed by and works under the supervision of the Lebanese prime min-
ister. To explore the prospects of resorting to the judicial realm – the most suitable 
for achieving the aforementioned goal – we must first briefly review the develop-
ment of the Palestinian refugees’ legal status in Lebanon. The second part of this 
report will then discuss the factors both obstructing and aiding strategic litigation 
for this purpose. The third part will survey the judicial routes that are the most likely 
to produce  a breakthrough in this issue. Of course, our approach at this level is 
not limited to examining the chances of achieving legal victories. Rather, it also 
includes exploring the prospect of public engagement with the cases, as well as 
the potential positive effects of the cases on the legal authority examining them.
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Part One: 
A Brief Review of the Status of  
Palestinians in Lebanon

This section will present the legal status of Palestinian refugees. While the legisla-
ture passed laws relating to Palestinian refugees in 2010 (the amendments to the 
Labor Code and Social Security Code), their status was previously determined, ei-
ther directly or indirectly, by the statuses of the numerous categories of people to 
which they belong. These categories are Arabs or Arab citizens, refugees, state-
less persons, persons born and residing permanently and continuously in Leba-
non, and non-Lebanese persons (i.e. foreigners).

1. Arabs:

Palestinian refugees have benefited from their Arab identity to varying degrees in 
the countries in which they settled after leaving Palestine or at other stages. They 
have received grants from some of these states on account of this identity, as 
well as benefited from laws or legal principles that confer specific rights to Arabs 
which distinguishes them from other foreigners. Palestinian refugees are not citi-
zens of an existing, recognized country because of the occupation and because 
a full-fledged Palestinian state has been prevented from emerging; nevertheless, 
they have to some extent been considered Arab citizens who have all the recog-
nized rights of citizens of existing Arab states. 

Of course, the extent to which the refugees benefit from this status has varied be-
tween countries and time periods. Their rights reached a peak in countries whose 
regimes derived their legitimacy in part from Arab nationalism such as Syria and 
Iraq. Similarly, they enjoyed more rights during the periods in which general Arab 
nationalist sentiment was strong, namely the 1950s and 1960s. The establishment 
of the League of Arab States on March 22, 1945, was a manifestation of this gen-
eral sentiment. This league had a direct impact on Palestinian refugees when it 
issued the Casablanca Protocol on September 11, 1965, which raised the issue of 
the temporary protection of Palestinian refugees in the  Arab host states.
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The protocol stipulated that the Palestinians should, in their host states, receive the 
same treatment as the subjects of those states in the areas of travel, residence, 
and the management of employment opportunities, among others (although 
Lebanon signed the protocol with reservations).  

The best Lebanese example of variation in the extent to which Palestinians ben-
efit from their Arab identity is Decree No. 11614 pertaining to non-Lebanese per-
sons’ acquisition of in rem rights in Lebanon, issued on January 4, 1969. With this 
decree, the legislature recognized the right of Arab citizens to own estates of 
up to 5,000 square meters in Lebanon without needing prior authorization, unlike 
all non-Arab foreigners;[4] that Palestinians would enjoy this right was a given. 
In 2001, the decree was amended. The amendment abolished all distinction  of 
Arab citizens, placing them in the same category as other foreigners. It also add-
ed discrimination against stateless persons and Palestinians, as explained below. 
Thus, the amendment moved Palestinians from the category of persons who re-
ceive affirmative discrimination by virtue of their Arab identity to the category of 
persons being discriminated against because they lack recognized citizenship.

On the other hand, some Lebanese laws and regulations still confer rights specif-
ic to Arabs, particularly when addressing the prerequisites for practicing certain 
professions (such as engineering and topography) in Lebanon.

2. Palestinian refugees:
The Palestinians’ refugee status was recognized when they entered Lebanon in 
1948. They were distributed into temporary camps erected on private and public 
properties. The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in 
the Near East (UNWRA) was established on December 8, 1949, to protect the ref-
ugees’ fundamental economic and social rights, the foremost of which include 
education, shelter, and health.

Lebanon dealt with the refugees by guaranteeing to host them and guarantee-
ing their ability to remain within its borders. To this end, the Lebanese state grant-
ed the refugees a laissez-passer. Similarly, on March 31, 1959, it established the 
Department of Palestinian Refugee Affairs in the Ministry of Interior and Municipal-
ities.[5] The functions of this department include registering marriage contracts 
between Palestinian refugees, as well as registering their deaths and childbirths.
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However, the state has rarely granted the refugees any other civil, economic, or 
social rights. It considered the related services – particularly health, education, 
and aid – to be a responsibility that the international community should fulfill via 
UNWRA. Furthermore, Lebanon restricts its recognition of refugee status to per-
sons, and their descendants, who came from Palestine to Lebanon as refugees 
in 1948 and were registered with UNWRA.. It has refused to recognize the refugee 
status of Palestinians who later took refuge in Lebanon after leaving other coun-
tries of asylum such as Jordan[6] and Syria.[7]

One of the few examples of Lebanon granting Palestinian refugees special rights 
is the 2010 amendment to the Labor Code. On August 17, 2010, the Lebanese 
Parliament issued laws no. 128 and 129, which amended article 9 of the Social 
Security Code (implemented via Decree No. 13955 on September 26, 1963) and 
article 59 of the Labor Code (issued on September 23, 1946). These amendments 
exempted Palestinian refugees living in Lebanon from the reciprocity condition 
imposed on non-Lebanese persons, which had prevented them from receiving 
end of service gratuity and National Social Security Fund benefits. It also exempt-
ed them from the fees that foreigners must normally pay to obtain work permits.

Hence, while the third paragraph of article 59 of the previous version of the Labor 
Code stipulated that “upon dismissal, foreign wage earners shall enjoy the same 
rights that Lebanese workers enjoy, provided that the condition of reciprocity 
is met and they possess a work permit from the Ministry of Labor”, law 129 intro-
duced affirmative discrimination for Palestinians. It added a new clause stating 
that “Palestinian refugee wage earners duly registered in the records of the Min-
istry of Interior and Municipalities – Directorate of Political Affairs and Refugees – 
shall exclusively be exempted from the conditions of reciprocity and the fee for 
work permits issued by the Ministry of Labor”.

Law No. 128 of 2010 made a similar amendment to paragraph 3 of article 9 of the 
Social Security Code. This amendment affirmed that Palestinian refugees receive 
end of service benefits from the National Social Security Fund by exempting them 
from the reciprocity condition.
However, remarkably, Law No. 128 stipulated literally that Palestinian refugees 
working and residing in Lebanon are subject “to the provisions of the Labor Code 
alone with regard to end of service gratuity and work accident compensation”. 
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Thus, it left a large question mark over the end of service gratuity that Palestinian 
refugees actually receive. Do they receive the gratuity stipulated in the Social 
Security Code on par with that received by Lebanese contributors, namely the 
equivalent of one month’s pay for each year of work? Or do they receive the 
gratuity stipulated in article 54 of the Labor Code, the value of which must not 
exceed 10 months’ pay? A literal reading of the text of Law 128 of 2010 favors the 
latter interpretation.

These amendments were intended to address Palestinian refugees’ exceptional 
situation, which differs entirely from the situation of foreign workers. The most im-
portant amendment was the abolition of the reciprocity condition – which Pal-
estinian Refugees cannot meet because “Palestine” as a state does not exist in 
the legal sense – on the basis of the legal principle that “no one is obligated to 
do the impossible” (nul n’est tenu à l’impossible).[8] However, these amendments 
remain inadequate as they did not recognize the Palestinian refugees’ rights in 
full. The inadequacies are outlined below:

• The current law did not abolish the obligation for Palestinian refugees to obtain 
work permits. Rather, it merely exempted them from paying the fees for obtain-
ing such permits. During the parliamentary discussions, some deputies stressed 
upon the Palestinian refugee identity in order to oblige them to obtain work per-
mits.[9] Suffice to say, this obligation inevitably facilitates  the authorities ability 
to deny Palestinian refugees permits or to constrict their ability to obtain them, 
thus thwarting the current law’s objectives. Making matters worse, article 9 of 
the Social Security Code imposed another condition for receiving end of service 
gratuity: the non-Lebanese person concerned must possess “a work permit in ac-
cordance with the laws and regulations in force”. This provision is taken to mean 
that Palestinian refugees who do not obtain work permits or whose attempts 
to renew their work permits are denied lose their right to receive this gratuity. 
Note that the basic proposal that the Democratic Gathering block 
had submitted exempted Palestinian refugees from both the rec-
iprocity condition and the condition of obtaining a work permit. 
 
The mandating reasons stated that “[amending article 59 of the Labor Code] 
is necessary in the scope of correcting [the imbalance] and doing justice to 
Palestinian workers by recognizing their right to work freely in all fields and pro-
fessions and grant them social safeguards and guarantees”. 
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Hence, retaining the obligation to obtain a work permit may in effect impede 
Palestinian refugees from exercising their right to work, which is enshrined in the 
Constitution and the international covenants that Lebanon has signed. Further-
more, the Speaker of Parliament  charged then-minister of labor, Boutros Harb, 
with colluding with some  deputies to amend the Democratic Gathering block’s 
proposal on the basis of the discussions occurring at the time. They then emerged 
during the parliamentary debate with a comprehensive bill, the fourth article of 
which obliged the minister of labor to grant work permits to Palestinian refugees 
(i.e. giving him no discretionary power in the matter).[10] However, the bill did not 
pass the subsequent vote.

Lastly, the public discourse that accompanied the debate on the aforemen-
tioned amendments focused on the notion that Palestinian refugees are not Leb-
anese and therefore cannot be put on equal footing with Lebanese workers.[11] 
Exacerbating concerns about the work permit requirement, the Ministry of Labor 
has recently grown stricter in granting Palestinian refugees work permits.[12]

• Despite the law’s mandating reason - namely liberating Palestinian workers from 
the reciprocity condition because they cannot possibly meet it - the legislature 
promptly deprived these workers of benefits that are otherwise contingent on 
the presence of reciprocity. This is evident in the amendment to article 9: af-
ter exempting “the beneficiary who is a working Palestinian refugee from the 
reciprocity condition stipulated in the Labor Code and Social Security Code”, 
it blatantly stipulated that “persons covered by the provisions of this law shall 
not receive the benefits of the sickness or paternity funds or family benefits”. 
 
Thus, an odd situation persists for Palestinian workers. While employers pay con-
tributions to all branches of the National Social Security Fund on the workers’ 
behalf, which amount to 23.5% of their wages, these workers only receive end 
of service gratuity benefits, which account for no more than 8.5% of their wages. 
 
During the parliamentary debates, it was argued that Palestinian refugees 
should not benefit from the aforementioned two social security branches as 
responsibility in for these areas falls on the international community, particular-
ly UNRWA. 
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Some deputies thought that if Lebanon’s social security system was charged 
with medical care for Palestinian workers, the international community would 
renounce its responsibility for these workers, which would “harm the Palestinian 
workers and contribute indirectly to naturalization”.[13] Of course, UNRWA’s ac-
tual work and the benefits it grants Palestinian refugees refutes this argument. In 
particular, UNRWA’s funds are unstable and the aid it provides fluctuates and is 
often unable to meet needs. Hence, UNRWA cannot provide real and effective 
security to Palestinian refugees, especially in the areas of sickness, maternity, and 
family benefits.[14] Furthermore, UNRWA defines refugees as persons who have 
lost their houses or sources of livelihood. Hence, refugees who find sources of 
livelihood (i.e. who become wage earners) and obtain work permits become 
ineligible for UNRWA aid.[15]

Thus, despite all of the arguments invoked during the vote on Law No. 128, which 
amended article 9 of the Social Security Code, this law did not actually abolish 
the discrimination practiced against Palestinian refugees. Rather – and accord-
ing to most positive readings of the law – it only reduced this discrimination.

• The law that amended the Social Security Code remains ambiguous with re-
gard to the amount of end of service gratuity received. It states “the working 
Palestinian refugee residing in Lebanon and registered with the Directorate of 
Political Affairs and Refugees – the Ministry of Interior and Municipalities – shall 
be subject to the provisions of the Labor Code alone with regard to end of 
service gratuity and work accident compensation”. Some people have ques-
tioned what applying the Labor Code “alone” in this area means.[16] Does it 
mean that end of service gratuity is calculated using the rules stipulated in ar-
ticle 54 of the Labor Code, which would in effect reduce the amount?[17] Or 
are the provisions of the Social Security Code employed? The initial proposal 
submitted by the Democratic Gathering bloc (i.e. before the amendment by 
Parliament’s Administration and Justice Committee) contained no such am-
biguity, for it added to article 9 of the Social Security Code a new paragraph 
directly equalizing Palestinian refugees and Lebanese workers with regard to 
end of service gratuity and medical care for injuries caused by workplace in-
cidents and accidents.[18]
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• The legislature also insisted on sparing the public treasury from any burden 
stemming from the acknowledgment of Palestinian refugees’ right to obtain 
end of service gratuity. To this end, the text stipulated that “the National Social 
Security Fund’s administration must allocate a separate account for contribu-
tions from workers who are Palestinian refugees, although neither the Treasury 
nor the National Social Security Fund shall bear any financial liability or obliga-
tion towards it”.[19]

3. Stateless persons:
Palestinians are rarely identified as stateless. However, the absence of a ful-
ly-fledged Palestinian state, the consequence of which is that Palestinians can-
not acquire its citizenship, seriously raises the question of their affiliation with a 
state. While this report will not address this topic in detail, it should be noted that 
this question became more pressing after the UN General Assembly granted Pal-
estine non-member observer state status on November 29, 2012.[20] There have 
been many theories about the extent to which the state of Palestine exists in the 
legal sense. Some legal experts have gone so far as to say that the state of Pal-
estine exists irrespective of its lack of territorial sovereignty and lack of member-
ship in the UN, although the UN’s decision to recognize the state of Palestine will 
strengthen its legal position as a state in the legal sense.[21] However, the majori-
ty of juristic views see the aforementioned General Assembly decision as primarily 
symbolic of Palestine’s international standing, for Palestine remains deprived of 
any real sovereignty or freedom and therefore cannot be considered a state in 
the complete legal sense of the term. 

The Israeli entity is still occupying the territory deemed to be under the control of 
the Palestinian Authority. This occupation is not restricted to a military presence 
on the ground, for it also includes operational control over various domains that 
usually fall within a state’s sovereignty. For instance, the Israeli entity is the author-
ity that currently issues identity cards to Palestinians living under the occupation 
(i.e. in the territory supposedly under Palestinian Authority administration) and that 
approves the passports that the Palestinian Authority issues to its “subjects”.[22]

Hence, the aforementioned development did not cause Palestinians (be they 
residents of occupied Palestine or refugees in Lebanon) to attain Palestinian citi-
zenship in the legal sense. 
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Palestinian identity cards and the passports do not impart Palestinian nationality 
to their holders; rather, these documents merely identify them.[23] Of course, Is-
rael’s control over the issuance of such documents makes obtaining one difficult 
for any Palestinian refugee residing in Lebanon or the diaspora, especially as the 
Oslo Agreement’s provisions only encompassed Palestinians residing in Jerusa-
lem, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip.

Based on the above, it can be said that the Palestinian refugees living in Lebanon 
do not possess citizenship of a state recognized in the legal sense. Hence, they 
are stateless,[24] irrespective of how firm their national identity may be or their 
connection to Palestine.

We must therefore elucidate what international law doctrine deems in situ state-
less populations. This term denotes stateless persons who are long-term, habitual 
residents of a particular state. Their status as persons who are stateless “in their 
own country” and their deep connection to the state concerned, particularly 
in the absence of any link to another country, imposes upon that state a po-
litical and moral obligation to facilitate their complete integration into society 
(particularly by ensuring employment opportunities without discrimination).[25] 
This approach is inevitable in the case of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon: given 
their prolonged residence within the country (a large number are born, grow up, 
and die without ever leaving) and their lack of ties to another state (they are not 
subjects of the state of Palestine, as explained earlier), the Lebanese state has a 
moral obligation to recognize distinct rights for them. One of the cornerstones of 
this obligation is the facilitation of their right to work, which, as explained earlier, 
is not occurring.

In this regard, we must first note that with the exception of certain clauses in 
the Law of Nationality (to which we will return later), the Lebanese state has not 
granted stateless persons any special rights. It has not ratified the two internation-
al agreements on stateless persons, namely the 1954 Convention relating to the 
Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of State-
lessness. Rather, an analysis of the positive laws and their application shows that 
Lebanon has discriminated against them in relation to other foreigners, as ex-
plained below. This discrimination gained constitutional force when the Constitu-
tional Council, in one of the cases brought before it,[26] linked the discrimination 
against stateless persons in the matter of foreign ownership of properties to the 
prohibition on naturalization. Prohibition of naturalization is an integral principle of 
the Constitution and is found in its preamble.
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Perhaps the most visible form of discrimination against stateless persons is found 
in the 2001 law amending the decree on foreign ownership of properties in Leba-
non. The first article states, “No persons not possessing the nationality of a recog-
nized state is permitted to own in rem rights of any kind, and no person may own 
such in rem rights if said ownership conflicts with the Constitution’s provisions on 
rejecting naturalization.”

This text openly prohibited “stateless persons” from owning properties regardless 
of whether those properties were obtained via purchase, endowment, or inher-
itance. The law also prevented the transfer of property in sales contracts made 
before it was issued, such as contracts that had been partially or fully paid but 
were not yet registered. From this angle, the legal amendment stripped Pales-
tinian refugees, and stateless persons more generally, not only of rights that the 
Arabs among them had previously enjoyed,[27] but also of rights that they had 
already acquired or that they at least had legitimate expectations of acquiring 
either via inheritance or via the registration of contracts implemented fully or par-
tially before the law’s issuance. The discrimination against Palestinian refugees 
with regards to other foreigners thus manifested in its most extreme form, for it 
was both comprehensive and retroactive in effect. What was previously valid for 
Palestinians became invalid and unregistrable.[28]

Adding to the gravity of this discrimination, approval for granting foreigners this 
right appeared to be contingent on depriving Palestinians of it. The goal of in-
troducing this deprivation was to reassure the public that this law could not be 
used to facilitate naturalization in Lebanon. Facing the desire of former prime 
minister Rafic Hariri’s government to free real estate investments from the existing 
nationality conditions, certain voices[29] launched a raucous discourse contend-
ing that the goal of doing so was to naturalize Palestinians, disregarding the fact 
that under the law in effect at the time, Palestinians, like all Arab citizens, had the 
right to own 5,000 square meters without any license.  However, the prohibition 
was promptly accentuated in the first article of the law and in the forefront of the 
media in order to refute the “rumors” about the government’s intentions. Thus, 
in the public’s mindset, the law turned from one that liberalizes real estate in-
vestments into one that combats the naturalization of Palestinian refugees. Note 
that the text of the aforementioned article amended an earlier proposal to ban 
Palestinian ownership; the legislature, trying to be smart, resorted to generalizing 
the ban to encompass all “stateless persons” in order to deter accusations of dis-
crimination against Palestinians alone. 
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The legislature thus broadened the scope of the discrimination on the pretext of 
avoiding it.

Remarkably, the Constitutional Council,[30] which monitors the constitutionality 
of laws, followed the same course. A challenge was submitted against the law on 
the basis of its discrimination. The challenge cited the Constitution and a number 
of international agreements. The Constitutional Council rejected this challenge, 
arguing that the constitutional authorities have sovereign  rights on Lebanese 
territory and therefore may prohibit ownership that conflicts with their paramount 
policy of rejecting naturalization, which is an integral part of the Constitution. 
The principle of non-naturalization thus appeared to be a tool for justifying sever-
al forms of discrimination against Palestinians. The Council based its decision on 
three postulations:

• Firstly, the Constitutional Council gave the concept of naturalization a flex-
ible dimension without defining or delimiting it. It postulated a link between 
owning in rem rights (whether they are acquired via inheritance, endow-
ment, or purchase) and rejecting naturalization. This assumption is irrational 
and, in any case, unsubstantiated. Today, there are successive generations 
of refugees who have lived in Lebanon since birth. Some of these Palestin-
ians are married to Lebanese women or born to Lebanese mothers who may 
be the owners and devisors of properties. Most of these Palestinians there-
fore have strong and intimate ties to Lebanon. Given such ties, does it make 
sense to say that land ownership (even via inheritance from a Lebanese 
mother), as opposed to kinship, leads to naturalization? Does this not mean 
that the legislature considers ties created by land ownership to play a larg-
er role in fostering naturalization than the other human and emotional ties 
– such as kinship and a sense of belonging to the Lebanese land – that may 
have developed between Palestinian refugees and Lebanon since 1948? 

• Secondly, the Constitutional Council postulated that banning stateless per-
sons from ownership achieves the greater good of rejecting naturalization by 
preventing the development of ties leading to it. By doing so, the Constitution-
al Council discarded the already transparent mask that tried to hide the legis-
lature’s intention to target Palestinians with the ban. Paradoxically, making this 
postulation also meant endorsing the generalization of the ban to include all 
stateless persons (including unregistered persons and persons whose national-
ity is “under study”).
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There was no reason to endorse this generalization unless we deduce a new prin-
ciple, namely that being in want of a state has in itself become a threat to the 
greater good that, like any threat, requires punishment.

• Finally, the gravest aspect of this discrimination may be that by legitimizing it, 
the Constitutional Council opened the door for it to become a standard clause 
added to bills addressing the treatment of foreigners in order to preempt at-
tacks on the basis of naturalization. Such a clause was added to one of the 
two versions of the bill that former minister of interior, Ziyad Baroud, submitted 
to recognize the rights of mothers to pass their nationality on to their children, 
as we mentioned in the introduction. In this instance, the naturalization scare-
crow appears to have blinded the minister of two facts. Firstly, the children 
being barred from naturalization are as Lebanese as they are Palestinian, and 
giving precedence to their Palestinian identity over their Lebanese identity in 
order to preclude their naturalization reflects extreme androcentrism. Second-
ly, children whose fathers are not citizens of recognized states are the children 
in  greatest need of Lebanese nationality and, furthermore, are the children 
whose right to nationality was  recognized by the legislature in the 1925 Law 
of Nationality. The same clause also appeared in the bill for compulsory so-
cial security for Lebanese retirees, which was approved by Parliament’s Public 
Health and Social Affairs Committee on September 24, 2014, and then referred 
to the Administration and Justice Committee.[31]

Discriminatory conditions: the condition of reciprocity

In addition to this blatant discrimination, more obscure discrimination arises from 
the application of the reciprocity condition or similar requirements that stateless 
persons cannot fulfill (such as the requirement to have the right to practice a spe-
cific profession in their countries of origin) on a large number of economic and 
social rights.  The most important rights contingent on the fulfillment of this condi-
tion include the right to receive free hospital treatment and to receive legal aid in 
civil cases,[32] as well as the right to practice the liberal professions or join certain 
professional syndicates. The legislature – or the minister of labor via a decision he 
or she issues – has restricted the pursuit of some of these professions to Lebanese 
persons, as we will explore in the section on Palestinian refugees as foreigners. 
However, it has made foreigners’ practice of other professions contingent on sev-
eral conditions, including reciprocity and that the foreigner concerned has the 
right to practice the profession in question in his own country.
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The liberal professions affected by such conditions are engineering, physiother-
apy, topography, the profession of “dental technicians”, and accounting. As for 
the other professions regulated by a law, the only one affected is nutrition and 
dietetics.

According to these laws, non-Lebanese persons only enjoy these rights if the state 
that they belong to recognizes the same rights for Lebanese persons. What legal 
stance is required in the case of Palestinian refugees? The legislature attempted 
to address this question in 2010 in the context of amending the Labor Code and 
Social Security Code, as previously discussed. Is applying the reciprocity condition 
impossible given the absence of a state? If so, then the condition must neces-
sarily be cast aside such that Palestinians receive the benefits. Or is the condition 
deemed unfulfilled, which would entail depriving Palestinians of these benefits? 
What can be deduced from the legislative amendments to the aforementioned 
two laws? Of course, the resolution of this matter relates primarily to the principles 
of interpreting legislative texts.

The first interpretation in this regard is based on a rational analysis of the justifica-
tions for the reciprocity condition. Historically, this condition was established as a 
means of pressure to ensure balance between countries. Some people strived 
in their own countries to grant rights to citizens of foreign countries with the aim 
of benefiting from similar (parallel) rights in those foreigners’ countries. Hence, it 
should not be applied to persons who do not belong to a state, pursuant to a 
principle that holds that a text should be cast aside if its justifications are absent. 
This perspective is supported by the international traditions that exempt refugees 
and stateless persons from reciprocity, or at least by those that guarantee them 
preferential treatment over other foreigners in certain areas, which would be im-
possible if they are subject to this condition.

Although this interpretation is sound on the level of legal analysis, it has only ap-
peared in a small number of court rulings that remain isolated and void of any 
effect on administrative policies.[33] In a decision issued on February 21, 1975,[34] 
Beirut›s Labor Arbitration Council found that the principle of reciprocity does not 
apply to non-Lebanese persons whose nationality is “under study”.[35]
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] It held that such persons therefore have the right to receive social security ben-
efits without fulfilling the reciprocity condition: “It is absolutely impossible to meet 
this condition given that [he] does not have a specific nationality. Consequently, 
he cannot be charged with demonstrating reciprocity as he does not belong to 
a foreign state”. Some judges have also held that the reciprocity condition should 
not be applied to Palestinian refugees specifically as it is impossible for them to 
meet such a condition. See, for example, the dissenting opinion of Judge Nabil 
Sari on the decision that the Civil Court of Cassation issued on June 17, 2007.[36] 
While the court, via the majority of its members, held that the Palestinian refugee 
must demonstrate reciprocity to benefit from the Labor Code provisions, Judge 
Sari disagreed: “A Palestinian living in Lebanon does not belong in the legal sense 
to the current Palestinian statelet as only persons living inside and carrying its 
passports are subjects of it ... subsequently, for Palestinians living temporarily in 
Lebanon, there is a force majeure relating to both the absence of a state to 
which they belong in the legal sense and their ability to secure reciprocal treat-
ment given the force majeure under which they live”.

The Legislation and Consultation Committee in the Ministry of Justice has also em-
ployed this interpretation in a number of its opinions.[37] It issued these opinions 
on the basis of requests it received from the various ministries regarding the ability 
of stateless persons and Palestinian refugees to practice certain professions and 
join the professional syndicates given the reciprocity condition in the legislation 
concerned. The opinions indicate that the Committee’s “jurisprudence” has set-
tled on exempting stateless persons and Palestinian refugees from the reciprocity 
condition.

The same trend can also be deduced from the 2010 amendments. Besides the 
fact that some deputies openly explained this clause in the above manner, the 
amendment of article 9 of the Social Security Code notably included a frank, uni-
versally applicable clause exempting “beneficiaries who are working Palestinian 
refugees from the reciprocity condition stipulated in the Labor Code and Social 
Security Code”.

The general phrasing of this clause indicates the legislature’s conviction that Pal-
estinian refugees cannot possibly meet the reciprocity condition for all of the 
reasons outlined above. Hence, the amendment was akin to an interpretive or 
clarifying law.
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This reading is corroborated by the fact that the legislature adopted it when it 
subsequently excluded Palestinians from some of the rights contained in these 
two laws, namely maternity fund benefits and family benefits. In other words, Pal-
estinians are no longer automatically excluded from these benefits by paragraph 
3 of article 9, which subjects foreigners to the reciprocity condition, but by the 
last paragraph of this article, which frankly articulates the legislature’s desire to 
discriminate against Palestinians in this context. Otherwise, the legislature would 
have kept them subject to the reciprocity condition and thus deprived them of 
all benefits except those that it exempted, instead of abolishing the condition 
and then excluding them from certain benefits. However, a possible objection 
to this reading of the legal amendment is that the legislature would not have 
intervened in 2010 in the first place had the reciprocity clause’s inapplicability to 
Palestinian refugees been definitive.

The second interpretation is based on a literal reading of the law: reciprocity must 
exist in order for a foreigner to enjoy these rights. Hence, it discriminates between 
stateless persons and other foreigners, for the rights are categorically forbidden 
to the former and merely conditional for the latter, who must demonstrate rec-
iprocity. In other words, the literal interpretation of the reciprocity condition im-
plies another condition – affiliation with a state – whose nonfulfillment penalty is 
deprivation from rights. Hence, the condition constitutes a punishment on state-
less persons.

Despite its oddity, this interpretation has enjoyed a consensus in the majority of 
government departments and professional syndicates in Lebanon. The majority of 
court rulings have also adopted it. Some of these rulings have gone to excessive 
lengths – to the point of contradiction – in order to prove the pertinence of this 
stance. They have stated that the workers are “unable” to prove the existence 
of reciprocity given the absence of a state or to prove that Palestine recognized 
reciprocity in the area of social security before its occupation in 1948,[38] even 
though the institution of social security did not even exist in Lebanon until the mid-
1960s.

The decision issued by the Civil Court of Cassation on September 20, 2011 fol-
lowed the same pattern.[39] The court held that the Palestinian refugee must 
meet the reciprocity condition in order to benefit from Labor Code provisions. The 
decision stated:
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 “Whereas the following is established in the case: that the claimant  
 applying for cassation is of Palestinian nationality and therefore subject  
 to the provisions of the aforementioned third paragraph of article 59  
 of the Labor Code, and that the claimant applying for cassation has  
 not met the reciprocity condition or obtained a work permit as required  
 by the aforementioned article. As for the statements that the claimant 
 applying for cassation provided to justify his inability to meet the 
 reciprocity condition and explain why he as a Palestinian does not 
 need a work permit, they do not invalidate the aforementioned text or 
 render it inapplicable. Reciprocity remains compulsory and must be 
 duly demonstrated. Hence, a reference to a Palestinian constitutional 
 text dating back to 1922 – which remains merely an uncorroborated 
	 statement	–	does	not	suffice;

 And whereas the appealing claimant’s failure to duly demonstrate 
 reciprocity between the Lebanese state and the Palestinian state, in 
 addition to his lack of a work permit in accordance with procedure, 
 deprive him of the rights that Lebanese workers enjoy upon dismissal 
	 from	service;”

Furthermore, some courts have occasionally gone so far as to announce the 
text’s punitive nature in their discourse. When one employer argued that it is un-
just for him to have to pay contributions to the family compensation branch of 
the Social Security Fund on behalf of a Palestinian worker only to later pay family 
compensation to the same worker because he is excluded from the social secu-
rity benefits, the court’s answer was categorical in both manner and content. It 
stipulated that “an employer who knows the Social Security Code provisions and 
nevertheless chooses to contract a foreign worker whose country does not rec-
ognize the principle of putting foreigners on an equal footing with its own citizens 
must bear the consequence of his error, whatever it may be. If he does not want 
to expose himself to the damages outlined in his claim, he should only contract 
Lebanese workers or should contract foreigners who meet the reciprocity condi-
tion”.[40] Hence, the ruling portrayed the reciprocity condition not as a means 
of pressuring other countries to recognize Lebanese persons’ rights, but, first and 
foremost, as a means of pressuring employers not to employ stateless persons. 
This further demonstrates the punitive nature of this condition. 
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Lastly, international law addressed this issue in article 7 of the 1954 UN Conven-
tion relating to the Status of Stateless Persons (a.k.a. the New York Convention). It 
stipulated that “after a period of three years’ residence, all stateless persons shall 
enjoy exemption from legislative reciprocity in the territory of the Contracting 
States”. The same article obliged the contracting states to “continue to accord 
to stateless persons the rights and benefits to which they were already entitled, in 
the absence of reciprocity, at the date of entry into force of this Convention for 
that State”.[41] While Lebanon has not signed this convention, it does indicate 
how international law (i.e. the international community) approaches the issue. 
Hence, the judicial authorities may seek guidance from it when interpreting the 
extent of the condition’s applicability. Additionally, although Lebanon has not 
signed the aforementioned convention, it has signed the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights; and the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Racial Discrimination, all of which stress the need to avoid discrimination and 
have constitutional force. 

Another condition that in effect discriminates against stateless persons is that rec-
iprocity must be enshrined in a bilateral agreement between Lebanon and the 
foreign state concerned. This condition appears in the laws governing the pursuit 
of medicine, dentistry, pharmaceuticals, health inspection, orthotics/prosthetics, 
and the profession of laboratory technicians. In contrast to the condition of rec-
iprocity itself, neither the Lebanese courts nor the Legislation and Consultation 
Committee has addressed this issue. However, the French Court of Cassation, 
in a decision issued in 1967, held that “legislative reciprocity should not be con-
fused with the reciprocal treatment that results from the treaties”.[42] The court 
concluded that the condition of reciprocity enshrined in a bilateral agreement 
does apply to stateless persons. Note that France is a party to the 1954 New York 
Convention.

On this basis, it is clear that the treatment of Palestinian refugees is an issue of 
not only deprivation of civil and economic rights, but also discrimination against 
them in relation to other foreigners on account of their statelessness. The fourth 
paragraph of the first article of the International Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination stipulates that “Special measures taken for 
the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement of certain racial or ethnic 
groups or individuals requiring such protection as may be necessary in order to 
ensure such groups or individuals equal enjoyment or exercise of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms shall not be deemed racial discrimination”.
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Hence, the convention appears to encourage party states to take affirmative 
discrimination measures to ensure that certain social groups enjoy and practice 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. In contrast, the Lebanese legislature 
has in this area tended to discriminate against them, as described above. This 
tendency could in some cases constitute racial discrimination because the leg-
islature aims in these instances to not only protect the interests of Lebanese peo-
ple, but also discriminate between foreigners themselves.

4. Foreigners or non-Lebanese persons
Given the above, what applies to foreigners in general applies to Palestinians. 
Palestinians are therefore deprived of a large number of rights.

•	 Regarding work in general:

No Palestinian refugee – or non-Lebanese person in general – has the right to 
work in Lebanon in any field (be it a liberal profession, another profession regu-
lated by a law, or any other profession) without obtaining a work permit from the 
Ministry of Labor.

Article 9 of Decree No. 17561 which was issued on September 18 1964, and regu-
lates foreign labor in Lebanon, stipulates that each year the minister of labor issues 
a decision specifying the jobs and professions that his ministry sees a need to limit 
to Lebanese persons. The most recent  decision – Decision No. 218/1 – was taken 
by current minister of labor Sejaan Azzi on December 19 2015.   Its second article 
restricts a number of jobs to Lebanese nationals, including all kinds of administra-
tive, banking, and educational jobs; engineering in all specializations; nursing; all 
kinds of jobs in pharmacies, drug stores, and medical laboratories; accounting;  
the liberal professions (e.g. medicine and law) and other professions regulated 
by a law. Its third article exempted Palestinian refugees “born on Lebanese terri-
tory and officially registered in the Lebanese Ministry of Interior and Municipalities’ 
records” from the second article, except in regard to the liberal professions and 
other professions that are regulated by a legal text and that non-Lebanese per-
sons are banned from practicing. In other words, the decision allowed Palestinian 
refugees to pursue these professions except for those already restricted to Leba-
nese persons by a law (such as law, nursing, and midwifery).
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Article 8 of the 1964 decree is a rare case that takes into account a person’s spe-
cific ties to Lebanon such as a sense of belonging to the land, kinship, and pro-
longed residence. It is a provision that applies primarily to Palestinian refugees as 
the overwhelming majority of them were born and have lived in Lebanon since 
birth, and some have married or were born to a Lebanese woman.

•	 Regarding practicing a liberal profession regulated by a law: [43]

There are 26 professions regulated by a law in Lebanon. These professions are 
divided into two groups:

1. Professions whose practitioners do not have to join professional syndicates. 
This group encompasses driving instructors for cars and other automobiles, itiner-
ant photographers, health inspectors, pharmaceutical assistants (medicine pre-
parers), foreign press correspondents in Lebanon, persons who clear transactions 
in the Car and Automobile Registration Department, accredited nutritionists/di-
eticians, accredited orthotists/prosthetists, and laboratory technicians.

2. Twelve professions whose practitioners have to join a professional syndicate 
that is also established by a law.[44] (These professions are traditionally called 
the “liberal professions” because instead of being subject to the provisions of the 
Labor Code or Social Security Code, they are subject to their own laws and reg-
ulations.) Unlike other professions, membership in the unions established by laws 
is a condition for practicing these professions. These 12 professions are engineer-
ing, the medical professions, dentistry, nursing, midwifery, physiotherapy, phar-
maceutics, topography, veterinary medicine, the profession of “dental techni-
cians”, accounting, and law (all hereafter referred to as “liberal professions”). The 
conditions that determine whether a professional can join the relevant syndicate 
are specified either in the law that established that syndicate itself (such as the 
law establishing the Order of Midwives[45]) or in another law that regulates the 
practice of the profession in Lebanon (such as the Law of Pharmaceutical Prac-
tice[46]).

It is important to distinguish between the two kinds of laws – those establishing the 
syndicates and those regulating the professions – as they sometimes conflict. 
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For example, while the 1948 law regulating the veterinary medicine profession 
allows non-Lebanese persons to practice the profession, the law establishing the 
Lebanese Veterinary Association[47] later restricted the profession to Lebanese 
persons, thus implicitly nullifying certain clauses of the 1948 law.

The Lebanese legislature has restricted some of the aforementioned professions 
to Lebanese persons. This includes driver education for cars and other automo-
biles and the professions of pharmaceutical assistants (medicine preparers) and 
persons who clear transactions in the Car and Automobile Registration Depart-
ment. Regarding the professions that syndicates have been established to reg-
ulate, nursing, midwifery, and veterinary medicine, and law are all restricted to 
Lebanese persons.

All foreigners, including refugees and stateless persons, are prohibited from prac-
ticing these professions.

As for the remaining professions (liberal professions and other professions regulat-
ed by a law), non-Lebanese persons may in principle practice them in Lebanon 
as long as they are not encompassed by the minister of labor’s decision that limits 
professions to Lebanese. However, all the laws pertaining to them stipulate that 
non-Lebanese persons wanting to practice them must meet the same require-
ments imposed on Lebanese professionals (such as having specific certifications, 
being a certain age, or having passed the Colloquium exam). They also stipulate 
that the foreigner must have a residency card, have permission to practice the 
profession from the relevant authority, have a work permit from the relevant de-
partments, and actually reside in Lebanon.

All of the legislation pertaining to the professions regulated by a law, including 
the liberal professions, stipulate that persons wishing to practice them in Leba-
non must obtain permission or authorization from the official body supervising the 
vocational sector concerned. For example, a person wishing to be an engineer 
must obtain permission from the Ministry of Public Works, a person wishing to be a 
certified nutritionist/dietician must obtain a permit from the Ministry of Health, and 
a person wishing to be a foreign press correspondent in Lebanon must obtain ap-
proval from the Ministry of Information (which issues a card for this purpose). Even 
a person wishing to be an itinerant photographer must obtain permission from the 
governor, as well as permission from the Ministry of Interior and Municipalities in 
cases involving the Beirut region.
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In this regard, the key obstacle facing Palestinian refugees is the reluctance 
of some of these government departments to issue such permissions. It is well 
known, for example, that the Ministry of Public Works has refused in recent years 
to give any Palestinian refugee permission to practice engineering. In effect, this 
deprives the refugees of their right to work in Lebanon or causes them to work 
without permission or authorization and hence in inferior work conditions.

•	 The establishment of syndicates and associations:

Lebanese law distinguishes between national associations and foreign associa-
tions.

The former is subject to the system of declaration and acknowledgment estab-
lished by the 1909 Law of Associations. Under this system, people can establish 
associations at will without needing prior authorization. An association does not 
acquire complete legal person unless it is declared to the Minister of Interior, 
which may refuse to give acknowledgment if the association’s subject matter 
contravenes public order.

The latter, on the other hand, is subject to the principle of prior authorization by 
the Council of Ministers. The Council issues such authorization on the basis of a 
recommendation submitted by the minister of interior. An association is defined 
as foreign if more than one-fifth of its members are foreigners or it is a branch of a 
foreign association. Under such a law, foreign refugees are considered foreigners 
even if they were born and reside in Lebanon. Hence, the participation of Pales-
tinians in the establishment of associations in excess of the aforementioned ratio 
is contingent on the will of the executive authority. This greatly limits the freedom 
of Palestinian refugees to form associations.

Regarding the labor syndicates and employer syndicates, non-Lebanese persons 
may in principle be members. However, they are prohibited from participating in 
the establishment of these unions and in the bodies that administer them.
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Part Two: 
Gauging the Risks and Rewards of 
Resorting to Strategic Litigation

The question here is whether strategic litigation is a suitable tool for improving the 
status of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon. Answering this question requires exam-
ining the obstacles and risks associated with employing strategic litigation in the 
Lebanese context, especially with regard to the rights of Palestinian refugees, 
and comparing them to its potential rewards. As no litigation initiatives address-
ing these rights have occurred, we will draw upon national strategic litigation 
experiences in other contexts, particularly in issues marred by specific political or 
social sensitivities.

1. Obstacles  and risks of strategic litigation  
 in Palestinian issues

There a several obstacles and risks associated with strategic litigation, as detailed 
below:

•	 First: the central political authority’s hegemony over public  
decision-making

A series of compounded factors have ensured the political (executive and leg-
islative) authorities’ control over all public affairs. Two of the most prominent as-
pects of this control in Lebanon are:

- The consensus rule being portrayed as a rule above constitutionality, which 
means that it has greater force than the constitution’s principles and subsequent-
ly derives its legitimacy from itself. Hence, the legitimacy of any consensus deci-
sion is accepted, even if it appears to contradict the constitution’s articles. Any 
deviation from the consensus rule, on the other hand, may be considered un-
constitutional because it conflicts with higher interests [48] or the principle of na-
tional coexistence.[49] This rule has manifested in a series of practices that have 
become akin to norms. 
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They include the restriction of freedom of conscience and the related personal 
status legislations to the scope of the recognized faiths (a violation of article 9 
of the Constitution, which plainly stipulates that freedom of conscience is abso-
lute[50]) and the consensus on applying the “provisional twelfth” rule despite the 
passage of more than a decade since the adoption of the last budget law (a 
blatant violation of the Constitution’s provisions[51]). On the other hand, some 
people have deemed the recognition of the right of Lebanese women to pass 
their nationality on to their children born to Palestinian fathers a violation of the 
Constitution, specifically the non-naturalization principle.[52]

- The mechanism for making important decisions is being subject to consocia-
tionalism. This mechanism differs radically from the mechanisms of judicial work, 
in which decisions are made by a specific court on the basis of legal principles 
and in isolation from any political considerations. This issue is reflected in the polit-
ical authorities’ efforts to restrict the judiciary’s function to applying the law and 
to constrict its margin for forming jurisprudence in thorny social issues. Hence, 
anyone seeking any reform must convince the political authorities of the need to 
conduct it and must treat it as a political matter whenever the obstacle it faces 
is political. To deal with such a reform as a rights issue, on the other hand, borders 
on naivety. The post-war decades have witnessed many events that indicate 
the hegemony of the political class. Perhaps the most telling of these events is 
the absence of three members of the Constitutional Council from the sessions for 
deliberating the challenge filed against the extension of the term of Parliament’s 
members. This absence deprived the Council of the legal quorum, thus prevent-
ing it from rendering a decision. This extremely dangerous precedent marked the 
emergence of what could be called the “paralyzing quarter” affecting the Con-
stitutional Council’s work, for the absent members acted in full coordination with 
the political powers that had helped appoint them, according to unrefuted press 
reports.[53] The effort to cement consociationalism in the judiciary’s activities is 
reflected in the political authorities’ insistence on appointing the Supreme Judi-
ciary Council’s members according to the same equation of sectarian affiliations 
that governs the Council of Ministers so that the Supreme Judicial Council can, 
whenever necessary, be subjugated to the consensus trends. 
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As for the suppression of the margin for forming jurisprudence in sensitive cases, 
the clearest evidence is the raucous (and somewhat repressive) political reac-
tions against the decision granting Lebanese women the right to pass their na-
tionality on to their children issued by the First Instance Court in Matn in June 2009, 
as explored below.

While significant, this obstacle is also another reason for strategic litigation: be-
sides the fact that the judiciary may be the only opportunity to consecrate a spe-
cific principle when achieving a consensus is at that time very difficult or impossi-
ble, resorting to it is also the most effective means of exposing the contradiction 
between the consensus principle and the legal system. Strategic litigation is also 
one of the most important forms of resistance to this hegemony, for in essence 
it uncovers the aforementioned hegemony and acts as a continuous appeal to 
judges to free themselves from it.

•	 Second: the illusion of the judiciary’s independence?

This obstacle is connected to the first obstacle and also  nourishes it. The guaran-
tees of the judiciary’s independence remain minimal and extremely inadequate 
by international standards. Although the ruling authorities declare their adher-
ence to judicial independence in principle, their dignitaries generally have no 
qualms about stating otherwise. They also make no effort to deny allegations 
of interference in the judiciary’s affairs, which usually go unanswered. Similarly, 
these authorities rarely pay any attention to  reform in this area.[54] The objective 
seems to be to entrench the belief that the judiciary is part and parcel of the 
regime and no more than a public utility within it: it only issues rulings under the 
auspices of the regime and in accordance with its needs. It is no exaggeration to 
say that as a consequence, the dominant culture in this area leans more towards 
ubiquitous interference – at least by politicians – in the judiciary than respect for 
the judiciary’s independence. The issue is more obvious within the exceptional 
courts, including the Military Court, which consists for the most part of military offi-
cers and issues its decisions in the form of a “yes” or “no” without any explanation.  

This obstacle is naturally significant. How can various social groups resort to the 
judiciary if its stance is predetermined in favor of the dominant powers? In other 
words, how can the judiciary be a stage for presenting social issues as sensitive 
as those related to Palestinian refugees when the play has no plot because its 
conclusion is predetermined?
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Does strategic litigation not presuppose a certain partnership between social 
forces and the judiciary, a partnership that is only possible when the judiciary 
possesses a minimum level of independence?

While this objection is important, independence remains relative: it is determined 
by not only the legal guarantees, but also by the social circumstances and social 
forces supporting or influencing the judiciary and by the judges’ conceptions of 
their social role. Evidently, strategic litigation can strengthen the underpinnings of 
this independence in two ways. Firstly, it can make judges, as individuals and as 
a body, conscious of their role. This prompts them to be more tenacious about 
their independence and to strengthen their personal resistance and their col-
lective solidarity, especially among those working on similar or identical cases. 
Secondly, if the strategic litigation succeeds, it shows the social forces that the 
judiciary, having done them justice, deserves more support from them for its in-
dependence. The best evidence of this effect is the developments related to the 
implementation of the State Council decision that declared that the relatives of 
persons who went missing during Lebanon’s Civil War have a right to obtain a 
copy of the complete dossier of investigations regarding those persons: a cam-
paign was launched under the banner of the relatives’ right to know and the in-
dependence of the judiciary, which requires that its rulings be implemented.[55]

In conclusion, the goal of strategic litigation is not necessarily to obtain positive 
rulings in preliminary cases. Sometimes it is to achieve gains of a different kind, 
some of which can only be achieved through the rupture defense (defense de 
rupture),[56] which involves challenging or rejecting the court itself and therefore 
the legitimacy of the trial. 

•	 Third:	the	specific	manner	in	which	law	is	conceptually	understood

The law is still primarily understood as rules established by the political authorities. 
This is due to the scarcity of means to contest these rules. Unlike the situation 
in many countries, Lebanese litigants can under no circumstances challenge a 
specific law by contesting its constitutionality, whether that be before the courts 
or the Constitutional Council. Unfortunately, the Constitutional Council has not 
succeeded, within the leeway granted to it, in changing this image. 
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The claim that there can be no jurisprudence where there is a text – a claim that 
the courts are still making on their own accord – exacerbates the issue. However, 
this issue has, like others, been undergoing a significant shift as judges’ concep-
tion of their judicial function changes (discussed below).

•	 Fourth: the judges’ conception of their judicial function

Another obstacle, which is no less significant than those mentioned above, is 
judges’ conception of their role irrespective of the extent of their devotion to their 
independence. They see their role as restricted to serving the law. They are the 
law’s mouthpiece and must stick to applying the law irrespective of how perti-
nent they consider it to be. Any deviation from this function is a transgression of 
the judiciary’s boundaries and an encroachment on legislative work and there-
fore the separation of powers. Of course, this understanding stems not only from 
the judiciary’s mindset, but also from the direct and indirect  disciplinary mecha-
nisms that ensure adherence to the will of the political authorities. In this regard, 
the best example is the hostile and repressive stance taken against Judge John 
Qazzi after the court he headed issued a ruling granting Lebanese women the 
right to pass their nationality on to their children in June 2009.[57] Eventually, the 
government not only canceled the ruling, but also transferred the judge from the 
president of a first instance court to a position in which he was no longer able to 
have an impact.[58]

This narrow conception of the judicial function has become a subject of critique 
for a number of reasons. On one hand, the conception turns judges into false 
witnesses who must apply laws they know are oppressive, especially in the case 
of Lebanon, where the legislature rarely produces the laws to suit social change 
or the agreements that it allowed to be ratified. On the other hand, in the reality 
of the judiciary’s work, this conception is now declining because contemporary 
judges have several legal means of interpreting, casting aside, or supplementing 
the law. This situation arose via the adoption of several general principles, includ-
ing the principle of inherent rights overriding positive rules and the principle of 
the supremacy of international covenants and agreements, particularly the two 
international covenants on human rights.  
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Lebanese judges have adopted an expansive reading of these two agreements 
that gives them direct applicability, meaning that they do not merely compel 
the legislature to ensure that the laws conform to them; rather, litigants may in-
voke them before the judiciary against the state[59] or even against individuals.
[60] Such a trend has also been recorded by a number of social studies in Eu-
rope. These studies observed that the development of general principles in effect 
steers judges towards different conceptions of their function. Subsequently, the 
judges strive to interpret the laws in a manner that renders them more harmoni-
ous with new social needs and therefore to develop these laws. The judge is not 
the mouthpiece of the law, but the person who thinks about it and finds solutions 
to develop it. Some have called this concept the “pioneering judge in society”, 
or the judge who leads society forwards. During the past years The Legal Agenda 
has followed the activity of a number of judges striving to advance jurisprudence 
in specific social issues.

Of course, a judge acting in the above manner does not violate the separation 
of powers because a court decision, although symbolically important, remains 
restricted in its practical effects and enforceability to the litigating parties. Simi-
larly, the decision can be contested within the same legal system. From this per-
spective, the judge’s work is akin to presenting a proposal that understands and 
develops the law in a specific way. The legislature can then consecrate or reject 
the proposal in a law issued later. Hence, the judge acts, from his position close 
to the litigants, as the receiver of their requests and examiner of their needs and 
interests. He can survey these requests and accept those that he considers the 
most concordant with society’s interests. In other words, the court acts as a lab 
setting and the judge as a filter, or as the authority with the competence and 
legitimacy to derive and propose whatever he or she sees as concordant with so-
ciety’s interests. Such practice invalidates any objection based on a violation of 
the separation of powers, asit better fits into the scope of cooperation between 
the powers – a principle stipulated in the Lebanese Constitution. 

•	 Fifth: lawyers’ understanding of their role and the rules of the profession

The fifth obstacle to strategic litigation is the lawyers’ understanding of their role, 
which is largely tied to the judges’ understanding of their role, as well as to the 
way in which the law is conceptually understood. 
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Lawyers restrict their work to the outcome that is possible within these notions. 
Hence, their role of providing legal aid is restricted to convincing the judge of the 
applicability of a specific law to the circumstances of a specific case in order to 
demand that it is put into effect in accordance with the text developed by the 
legislature. At best, the lawyer proposes a new interpretation of the law within the 
bounds imposed by the existing legal system, without transcending the intention 
of the legislature or calling for the law to be cast aside altogether. The lawyer’s 
role is mostly to act as a check on his clients, for he separates the legal demands 
that he deems attainable under the existing legal system from mere wishes that, 
if raised, could undermine the client’s chances of victory. Hence, the lawyer is 
a check on the client’s demands, just as the judge is a check on the lawyer’s 
demands within the checks established by the legislature, which is the principal 
check on the legal professions and the law alike. From this perspective, the law-
yer is merely an expert who provides consultative services using his knowledge 
of legal techniques and their use, whereas any discussion about developing the 
law or casting it aside is a deviation from his professional duties in providing this 
knowledge. More importantly, the lawyer considers his only frame of reference to 
be the judiciary, which means that his battle to win the case is contained within 
the court and constricted by trial ethics, the first of which is respecting the judicia-
ry as stipulated by the lawyers’ oath. Going to the media, on the other hand, is a 
deviation from these ethics and akin to circumventing the judge, pressuring him, 
or interfering with his work. Such an action is even more condemnable because 
public opinion has no function in this area as the judge issues a ruling in accor-
dance with a predetermined law. Some people even label such behavior as 
demagogy and describe the lawyers who display it as demagogues infatuated 
with the media or with showmanship, for they are doing something they should 
not at the expense of the case and, in the process, jeopardizing their clients’ in-
terests and professional ethics. Such lawyers appear to be violating the tradition-
al relationship between lawyers, who request, and judges, who decide, and thus 
becoming lawyers who force specific decisions via the media.

Similar to the understanding of the judicial function discussed earlier, this under-
standing stems  not only from the mentality of lawyers and their education, but 
also from repressive means of discipline. The best example of such means is the 
texts that consider any discussion about a case still at trial to be misconduct and 
self-promotion.[61] In fact, a number of lawyers have on this basis been sum-
moned for inquiry by the Bar Association.[62]
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Of course, the impact of this obstacle diminishes as the understanding of the law 
and the function of the judiciary changes. When this occurs, lawyers come to 
present the judge with a kind of partnership for developing the law. Going to the 
media becomes a way for lawyers to prepare the public for the desired change, 
so that the judge, when issuing the ruling, finds the climate suitable for a step for-
ward, even if that step involves clashing with specific political and social forces.

•	 Sixth: rights organizations

Examining the role of rights organizations in the section devoted to obstacles may 
seem odd when these organizations appear to have been the most effective 
actors in the field of rights for at least two decades, given the political parties’ 
disengagement from it. The reason for doing so is the nature of these organi-
zations’ fields of interest and resources, which are largely connected to all of 
the aforementioned factors and obstacles. The majority of these organizations 
display extreme interest in the legislative field, namely either in critiquing these 
laws or developing them, which entails drafting bills and preparing campaigns 
to market them to decision makers and the public. On the other hand, they see 
judicial work as confined to the litigating parties, tenuous, and limited by nature. 
As a result of this conviction, they see investing in the judicial field as a waste of 
energy.

The most prominent evidence of this perspective is the KAFA (“Enough”) cam-
paign to pass the violence against women law and the “My nationality is a right 
for me and my family” campaign. Both of these campaigns involved great efforts 
to market their demands to the public and succeeded in forming a public move-
ment. However, their legal activity remained extremely limited. Notably, the “My 
nationality is a right for me and my family” campaign did not opt to resort to the 
judiciary despite the momentum that its demands gained following the Matn 
aforementioned ruling issued in the Soueidan case. The campaign appeared to 
be more influenced by the final outcome of the case than by the first instance 
court ruling. The same has occurred regarding a large number of associations de-
fending specific social causes, such as the Lebanese Association for Democratic 
Elections and the Lebanese Transparency Association. The disengagement of 
rights organizations from strategic litigation has another, no less important expla-
nation involving the nature of their resources.
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These resources are mostly donations from foreign bodies. These bodies usual-
ly hold themselves above funding strategic litigation cases for several reasons, 
which may include  a particular understanding of international relations as well as  
a desire to exercise a degree of control over the products of the resources’ use, 
which is impossible in the case of the courts. Additionally, it is difficult to highlight 
the role of donor bodies in the area of court cases.

However, this obstacle has been receding significantly for some time, as numer-
ous examples show. The most important example is the change in the movement 
of the families of missing persons, which, after striving for decades to learn the 
fates of their loved ones, resorted to strategic litigation for the first time in 2009.[63] 
The same mechanism has been employed by the Samir Kassir Foundation with 
regard to freedom of expression issues, the NGO Helem with regard to homosex-
uals,[64] the NGO Skoun with regard to drug users,[65] and, finally, the Lebanese 
Physical Handicapped Union with regard to challenging the state’s failure to im-
plement the Rights of Disabled Persons Law, issued in 2000. The Frontiers Ruwad 
Association is also launching strategic cases relating to stateless persons,[66] and 
the Norwegian Refugee Council has shown special interest in filing strategic cas-
es in issues relating to property ownership by foreigners. The successes achieved 
in a number of the aforementioned areas are an incentive for more organizations 
to become interested in the strategic litigation mechanism. 

•	 Seventh: the feeble state of the specialized media

Naturally, the media is one of the tools of strategic litigation. Hence, the weak-
ness of the specialized media constitutes a negative factor from two angles:

The first is the deficiency in covering cases. Insufficient resources are being allo-
cated to following new developments before the courts, particularly in pending 
cases, thus weakening their social presence.

The second is the failure to properly appreciate the dimensions of the court cas-
es and their importance in the political and social system. This failure is reflected 
in several cases of poor reporting or not properly raising the issues involved. The 
media rarely succeeds in exploring the dimensions of cases that go beyond the 
claims of the litigating parties.
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Progress is being made against this obstacle with the growth of The Legal Agen-
da, which was established specifically to address this weakness.[67] 

•	 Eighth: fear of the repercussions of litigation in a system in which the rule 
of law is weak

The greatest obstacle to strategic litigation may be the fear that could deter 
victims or the potential plaintiffs from resorting to litigation. This fear stems primar-
ily from the possibility of retaliation, even in cases in which a win is assured. The 
party aggrieved by the litigation and the accusations made against it is usually 
influential and capable of harming the victims or plaintiffs in one way or another. 
The chance of their rights being harmed is greater when the aggrieved party has 
power over their futures. Some stark examples of such a situation are for a prison-
er to file a claim of torture against his jailer, for a non-citizen to file a claim against 
the party granting or renewing his right of residence in the country concerned, for 
a worker to file a case against the company in which he works, or for a family to 
file a case against a private school that is educating its children. The level of fear 
depends on the level of adherence to the rule of law and accountability, for the 
lower this level is, the greater the chance of retaliation. In some instances, the le-
gal status that is being challenged facilitates certain retaliations. This is the case, 
for example, when a Palestinian wishes to prosecute a property seller in order to 
compel him to register the property under the Palestinian’s name and thereby 
overturn the legal prohibition on Palestinian ownership. The fear is that such a 
case could invalidate the entire sale contract and thereby alert the seller to the 
possibility of recovering his property by refunding the price paid, which may have 
become trivial because of the inflation that occurred since the date of sale. In 
the face of such a situation, it is unsurprising for the Palestinian refugee to prefer 
to avoid taking any uncompelled action pending, for example, an amendment 
to the law. 

Moreover, public departments’ inclination towards retaliation is largely related to 
their view of the judiciary as a subordinate instead of a monitor of their activities. 
Instead of treating court cases as an opportunity to examine the legitimacy of 
the instructions and practices they follow (as any honorable litigant should), the 
public departments treat the cases as an attack (or campaign) against them or 
a violation of their authority and jurisdiction.
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This sense of violation grows when rulings are issued against them, thus increasing 
their desire for retaliation. One example is the General Directorate of the General 
Security’s anger towards the consecutive rulings issued by a number of judicial 
authorities convicting it of arbitrarily detaining Iraqi refugees in 2009 and 2010. This 
anger resulted in the accusation that the judiciary does not know what it is do-
ing[68] and in punitive measures against lawyers.[69] It also resulted in the adop-
tion of graver practices. For example the General Security endeavored to deport 
the refugee prosecuting it on account of his arbitrary detention, thus exchang-
ing arbitrary detention for a form of deportation that violates the international 
custom of not deporting refugees.[70] The General Security also had no qualms 
about evoking concerns about the increasing number of refugees in order to 
defend its practices, thereby jeopardizing the public’s tolerance and kindling its 
misgivings about the refugee influx.

Despite its gravity, this obstacle is usually overplayed. The public departments are 
full of contradictions and the officials in them may change intermittently. Some 
forms of retaliation may also form a golden opportunity to draw the public’s at-
tention to the graveness of the practices employed and the justness of the case 
filed, thereby strengthening the chances of the litigation’s success. Additionally, 
strategic litigation does not always create a direct confrontation between the 
victim and the perpetrator. Rather, in many cases the litigation may be more 
complicated and may even include “collusion” between the plaintiffs and offi-
cials in the department itself who want – or at least do not oppose – rectification. 

Additionally, there is fear about the financial capabilities of some litigants. In a 
number of cases, a party has retaliated to a claim with strategic dimensions by 
filing a large number of arbitrary lawsuits. This occurred, for example, in the case 
of the Spinneys supermarket workers’ union filed against the company. Such ac-
tions can of course financially exhaust people active in this field.

Finally, there is also fear about the impact that the case or the authorities’ reac-
tions to it might have on public opinion. This fear is especially great in the context 
of unpopular issues that could kindle misgivings in a manner that totally conflicts 
with the aim of the cases filed. For example, demanding Palestinians’ rights could 
reinforce the public’s inclination towards rejecting any reform in this area.
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While this obstacle is no doubt significant, the best means of addressing it is usu-
ally the method of selecting cases and the conditions under which they are filed 
(such as the means, the use of the media, the timing, and identity of the persons 
filing the cases), as discussed below. 

•	 Ninth: the possibility of losing the cases and thus bestowing greater  
legitimacy on the violations that they seek to deter

The more famous the case is in the media, the greater the impact of losing it. A 
loss could settle the discussion about the legitimacy of a law or particular prac-
tice and hence encourage a particular public department to continue employ-
ing it without showing any reservation or defensive posture, i.e. in a cruder man-
ner than before the litigation. The department can also use its legal victory to 
defame the work of the rights organizations that, in its view, provide false and 
distorted readings of the law. Such defamation could strengthen the legitimacy 
of the public departments while also undermining the legitimacy of the rights 
organizations that monitor their work. This can happen, in particular, when the 
case ends up providing the department with a legal basis for a practice that 
was previously occurring without one. This occurred, for example, when director 
Danielle Arbid and the Orjouane Production Company lost the case on the pri-
or-censorship of her film Beirut Hotel.[71] In this case, the plaintiffs argued, based 
on an earlier study conducted by a group of cultural institutions, that the General 
Security may not exercise censorship over the film’s script because the 1947 law 
on screening cinematic films governs censorship over the screening of films, not 
their scripts, and because of the principle that freedom can only be restricted by 
law. The outcome greatly disappointed the plaintiffs: the State Council support-
ed the General Security in this practice on a number of bases, including the prin-
ciple that he who can do more (censor the film’s screening) can do less (censor 
the film’s production). Naturally, the General Security dedicated a special article 
to this decision in the first issue of its journal in order to flaunt the legitimacy of its 
practices. [72] 

Of course, the danger in this regard is greater if there is little confidence in the 
judiciary’s independence and ability to take brave or pioneering stances in inter-
preting and applying the law. Under such circumstances, the sanctity of judicial 
rulings – along with the presumption of “legal truth” (vérité judiciaire) – will pre-
sumably diminish. The rulings thus become more debatable and vulnerable to 
criticism, which facilitates their reversal.
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Although losses are no doubt significant, in some instances – particularly in cases 
that are obviously justified – they can act as another indication of the poor state 
of the political-legal system and thereby make the cases more important to pub-
lic opinion despite their loss in court. In other words, in certain instances the loss of 
just cases does more damage to the credibility of the judiciary that issued the rul-
ing, whose independence was already in doubt, than to the cause itself, whose 
justness remains beyond doubt.

•	 Tenth: that the cause is unpopular

This issue may be the most serious in relation to Palestinian issues. By accepting 
the demand to recognize Palestinian rights, a judge not only confronts the politi-
cal authorities, but also public opinion, which fears any liberalization in such issues 
because of considerations related to demographic balances. In other words, he 
may find himself standing defeated before the government without any support 
from public opinion. The issue concerns not only the judges, but also the various 
other players in strategic litigation (lawyers, rights organizations, and the media). 
They may all find themselves clashing with public opinion, and such a clash could 
negatively impact the other cases in which they engage. The fact that the politi-
cal parties that derive certain legitimacy from denying Palestinian rights could stir 
up public opinion on the basis of the cases exacerbates these concerns.

This consideration is worthwhile, especially in refugee issues. Dealing with it pre-
supposes much prudence and deliberation in media contact and in formulating 
media material, as well as in selecting cases and the time at which to file or an-
nounce them.

Perhaps the most important action that can be taken at this level is to transform 
the cause from one about Palestinian refugees into a one about upholding par-
ticular legal and constitutional principles. The latter will likely win over anyone 
who believes in building a state worthy of the label. An example of such action 
is the manner in which the issue of the arbitrary detention of Iraqi refugees was 
handled. This detention, which occurred by will of the administration (the Gen-
eral Security) in the absence of any legal decision, is primarily a violation of Leb-
anon’s public order and secondarily a violation of refugee rights. The issue be-
came more blatant and serious when the General Security refused to implement 
the rulings to release the aforementioned Iraqis. At that point, the cause was no 
longer just about refugees.
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had become an issue primarily about subordinating the General Security to the 
judiciary’s rulings and oversight. 

More generally, in unpopular issues a way of presenting unpopular and perhaps 
unaccepted ideas under the cover of popular and accepted ones – i.e. via a 
Trojan horse – must be found.

2. Positive and assisting factors
In contrast to the aforementioned obstacles and risks, there are a number of 
positive factors. Many were referenced in the course of the above discussion. In 
this section, two additional factors will be discussed on account of their particular 
importance. 

•	 First: under present circumstances, the judiciary may be the most  
appropriate setting for evaluating the public policies adopted on Palestinian 
refugee issues. 

Whatever the obstacles to and caveats of utilizing the judiciary, it remains the 
most suitable means – and perhaps the last resort – for ending the official silence 
on the Palestinian issue, for restoring its rights focus, and, most importantly, for 
rationalizing the problems raised so that the justest solutions can be explored. 
Thus, strategic litigation allows the issue to be subjected to the lab setting of the 
judiciary – and via it to public thinking – on the basis of real cases. In other words, 
it allows the issue to be subjected to the lab setting that remains the most appro-
priate and effective given that the state institutions are not prioritizing it or putting 
it up for serious discussion. From this perspective and in light of the lost time, litiga-
tion may appear to be the ideal course of action.

•	 Second: there are strategic litigation precedents in sensitive issues

As previously explained, important progress has recently been made in the area 
of strategic litigation in Lebanon, especially in cases marred by a political or so-
cial sensitivity that in some instances tops the sensitivity surrounding Palestinian 
refugees’ rights. The progress made has not been limited to the utilization of the 
litigation mechanism, for in several cases it went further and achieved important 
successes, as explained below:
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- Iraqi Refugees:

Following the invasion of Iraq and the fall of the Saddam Hussein regime in 2003, 
a large number of Iraqi refugees entered Lebanon. Some entered covertly via 
Syria, while others entered legally and remained in Lebanon after their visas ex-
pired, fearful of what they may encounter in Iraq. The majority obtained refugee 
cards from UNHCR, but those cards did not shield them from legal prosecution, 
which entailed being detained and tried for entering covertly or overstaying a 
visa. Court jurisprudence does not consider the state of seeking asylum to be an 
exigency excusing this offense because the legal text does not distinguish refu-
gees from non-refugees and because there was no need for the refugees who 
entered Lebanon via Syria, which was considered a safe country at the time, to 
do so. While the rulings issued against them generally set the legal punishment at 
one month of imprisonment and many ruled out the punishment of deportation, 
the General Directorate of the General Security developed an administrative 
policy of detaining foreigners – including refugees – or keeping them detained 
without a legal basis even though their prison sentence had ended. Such de-
tention was indefinite and could last years.[73] Rights organizations presented 
a number of reports to condemn this practice, the most well-known of which 
was published by Human Rights Watch under the extremely revealing title “Rot 
Here or Die: Bleak Choices for Iraqi Refugees in Lebanon”. Human Rights Watch 
explained that this practice aimed to pressure the refugees to return to Iraq un-
der pain of remaining detained. It stated that 580 refugees were in detention in 
November 2007, but the number fluctuated from month to month. Despite the 
graveness of this practice, the General Security portrayed it as a necessary prac-
tice to  stem the flow of Iraqi refugees and therefore for preventing a problem 
that parallels the Palestinian refugee problem from emerging. In other words, its 
response to the demand for rights always appeared to be political. Hence, there 
seemed to be a need to change the frame of reference from the political to the 
judicial, where the response would presumably be binding and legal.

Litigation in this area first became apparent with the ruling issued by the summary 
affairs judge Cynthia Qasarji, in Zahlé on December 11 2009. The ruling obliged 
the government to release an Iraqi refugee detained for seven months without 
basis after her prison sentence had ended.
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It held that the detention was arbitrary due to the absence of a legal basis. No 
sooner had the ruling been issued than the battle to implement it began be-
cause the General Security refused to do so.  The statement, by the director 
general of the General Security, that officers had convened and decided that 
the judge does not know what she is doing was enough to turn this battle from 
an unpopular one (a battle to release a refugee) to a popular one (a battle 
to compel the security apparatuses to respect the judiciary). Thus, it seems that 
transferring an issue to the judicial frame of reference may lead not only to imme-
diate solutions, but also to rulings that form an independent axiom that alters the 
whole approach to the issue. The ruling in question was followed by a number of 
similar ones, and a stable jurisprudence was thus established. Two rulings issued 
by the summary affairs judge in Beirut Zalfa al-Hasan, on June 8 2010coupled the 
obligation to cease the detention with an obligation to pay compensation and 
with compulsory fines for each day of delay.

- The relatives of missing persons:

Since the civil war ended, the cause of missing persons’ relatives has faced fun-
damental political obstacles. For two decades, the political class has employed 
twin discourses aimed at stifling the issue.

One discourse has sought to delegitimize the relatives’ demand to know by ar-
guing that the missing persons have, according to all indications, been killed and 
that further inquiry would threaten civil peace without yielding any results. In this 
vein, the admissions that some political leaders made about having killed all per-
sons detained by their militias seemed to be aimed more at silencing missing per-
sons’ relatives than confessing guilt or apologizing to the victims. Their message 
seemed to be “We killed them all, so continuing with your demand is senseless”. 
Furthermore, the political authority’s position on this matter has been based on 
unsubstantiated preconceptions about security risks. The most concerning as-
pect of this discourse may be that, although most of the political class claims to 
sympathize with the families’ demands, these  demands are portrayed as a direct 
threat to civil peace. The other discourse has sought to induce people to have 
their missing relatives declared dead by easing the process of declaring deaths 
in absentia. In particular, this discourse is manifested in the mandating reasons of 
the law issued on May 15, 1995, which reduced the period after which a missing 
person can be legally declared dead from 10 years to 4 years.
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After mentioning the psychological suffering of the missing persons’ families, the 
law adopted a solution in total contrast with the supposed desire to resolve this 
suffering. The acknowledgment of the families’ suffering, instead of acting as a 
precursor to an acknowledgment of their right to know, acted as a mandating 
reason to hastily settle the missing persons’ fate legally by reducing the time that 
must lapse before declaring them dead. “The families, presumably, are there-
by psychologically relieved, for they no longer think that their absent sons and 
daughters are still alive, with the psychological pain that accompanies these 
perverse circumstances.”

Even in the few instances in which the authorities formally complied with the de-
mand to know, they then circumvented this right and hollowed out its meaning 
and effect. One example is the establishment of the Official Committee of Inquiry 
to Investigate the Fate of Kidnapped and Missing Persons. To demonstrate that 
all of the missing are probably dead, this committee reported that a number of 
mass graves exist without taking any measure to open these graves or determine 
the fate of individual persons. Thus, the committee’s purpose was apparently not 
to determine the unknown fate of missing persons through investigations, but to 
impose a specific, predetermined fate (death) upon the missing, irrespective of 
investigations.

The state’s discourse became clearer when a second committee, the Commis-
sion for Receiving Complaints from Families of the Missing, was appointed in 2001. 
This Commission’s mandate was restricted to cases in which evidence of living 
missing persons was available. Thus, the state evaded its responsibility for cases 
where  there was little hope of finding living persons. It thereby sent the message 
that there is no point in expending any effort on such cases because the draw-
backs of doing so (the threat to civil peace) greatly outweigh the benefits (the 
discovery of corpses). The responsibility that the state acknowledged in uncov-
ering the fates of the missing appeared to stem not from their relatives’ right to 
know, but from the right of living citizens to their state’s protection. Using this log-
ic, the state can turn a blind eye to the dozens of mass graves, which are within 
its reach, and limit its role to investigating the fates of persons who are probably 
outside of the country and therefore beyond its reach. In other words, the state 
professes its responsibility in cases that it can then disavow on the pretext of force 
majeure.
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While some political forces have at least verbally supported the missing persons’ 
cause, government consociationalism has, on these rare instances, resulted in 
the abortion of any positive development.

Consequently, the families have found it impossible to obtain political recognition 
of their right to know or to confront the political considerations that block their 
demands for this right. On the other hand, in the two decades following the civil 
war, the rights discourse on missing persons issues witnessed international prog-
ress. This progress initially took on the form of the Declaration on the Protection of 
All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, issued by the United Nations General 
Assembly in 1992. It continued with the General Assembly’s adoption of the draft 
for the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced 
Disappearance and its call for member states to sign.

Hence, after two decades of failure, the relatives of the missing in Lebanon need-
ed to shift their action away from the political realm – which is governed by po-
litical interests and popular concerns – and towards the legal realm – which is 
governed by the language of rights – and, more specifically, towards the judicia-
ry. By doing so, they could overcome the stagnancy and general assumptions of 
the former and benefit from the presumed equanimity of the latter. Their cases 
confronted judges with an obligation to respond to their demands on the basis of 
legal logic alone. In this sense, the cases differ from political demands, which the 
authorities can still ignore or respond to on the basis of political arguments that 
may completely deny basic rights. The best evidence of this difference may be 
the manner with which the State Council dealt with the argument that handing 
over the investigations dossier threatens civil peace in its 2014 ruling. The ruling 
considered the argument precarious and ultimately unproductive as the right to 
know is a natural, non-derogable right.

The question of which legal pathway is most appropriate for such a shift is pivotal 
in strategic litigation work. The aim of strategic litigation is not attaining a specific 
gain, but social impact. To achieve this aim, a legal strategy was developed for 
the relatives of the missing.[74] In practice, it acted as a roadmap for initiating 
proceedings. The strategy was based on several considerations, among the most 
important of which were:
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1. The aim of the intervention is to establish the right to know and hence to restore 
the rights of the victims, not to enact criminal accountability. This consideration 
stems from the message that the legal cases send to the community: it should 
ease the concern about disrupting civil peace as well as reduce the already 
enormous opposition.

2. The intervention should occur via representative groups for relatives of the miss-
ing, rather than via individuals. The aim is to use the associational framework to 
strengthen solidarity between the families in their common claim and to avoid 
charging individual families with cases that may place greater burdens upon 
them. Hence, the strategy contained advice for initiating cases to obtain docu-
ments that concern all missing persons (such as the investigations dossier) and to 
define and protect the locations of mass graves.

3. Cases should preferably be brought before various judicial authorities in order 
to increase the chances of success. In this respect, cases can be filed in the Sum-
mary Affairs Court to attain rapid results while other cases are also being brought 
before principal courts (i.e. high courts such as the State Council) to ensure that 
the right is consecrated in the long term. Similarly, a plan that will file successive 
cases may be utilized to help reopen debate on a particular issue and ensure 
that it remains open irrespective of the case’s outcome.

On the basis of all these considerations, cases were filed against the owners of 
properties on which mass graves exist before summary affairs judges, in order to 
define the locations of these graves so that they can then be fenced and pro-
tected, thus upholding the relatives’ right to know. A case was also filed against 
the Lebanese state to compel it to hand the investigations dossier over to repre-
sentatives of the missing persons’ relatives, thus once again upholding their right 
to know. Similarly, preparations were made to file successive cases concerning 
mass graves – there are five thus far – whenever strong evidence of their exis-
tence surfaces.

This action resulted in one of the most important achievements in the history of 
the relatives of the missing persons’ cause: the decision that the State Consulta-
tive Council issued, after recognizing the relatives’ right to know, to compel the 
Lebanese state to surrender a copy of the complete investigations dossier to the 
organizations representing them.
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Chapter Three: Determining the 
Most Suitable Litigation Strategies 
in Lebanese Circumstances

This section will attempt to deduce the ideal means of strategic litigation. Of 
course, these means are selected on the basis of the refugees’ circumstances 
and in light of the factors aiding and obstructing litigation. We will distinguish be-
tween means related to strategic litigation (i.e. choosing the subject matter of 
the case and its judicial setting) and strategies that are employed in parallel with 
the case and increase its chances of success.

1. The litigation strategy

The litigation strategy presupposes the adoption of specific criteria that allow us 
to outline the most suitable cases in the area in which progress is sought. Deter-
mining these criteria may be the most delicate matter given the sensitivity of the 
issue and, in particular, the clash between demands for Palestinian refugee rights 
and apprehensions harbored by social forces. Of course, to take the aforemen-
tioned obstacles, concerns, and positive factors into account, we must adopt 
criteria for selecting the subject matter of the case. The most important of these 
criteria include:

•	 Criterion one: taking a conciliatory approach and avoiding  
unnecessary provocation

We referred to this criterion earlier as the “Trojan horse” mechanism. It entails pre-
senting an unaccepted idea within an accepted one. This criterion is met in three 
kinds of cases: 

The first is cases about discrimination against Palestinian refugees in relation to 
other foreigners. We already elaborated on the majority of instances of discrimi-
nation within the section of this report that discussed the refugees’ status as state-
less persons. The basis for this selection is that litigation against discrimination is 
among the least provocative of ideas, for it demands not that Palestinians be 
granted special civil rights (such as the right to work), but that they be granted 
the same rights given to other foreigners in Lebanon.
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In other words, it demands that the public authorities refrain from discriminating 
against Palestinians in relation to other foreigners. While Palestinian demands for 
special civil rights equivalent to those enjoyed by Lebanese persons, albeit in 
specific areas, may evoke fears of naturalization, demands to equalize Palestin-
ians with foreigners in and of themselves allays all fears of naturalization. Such de-
mands can, on the contrary, evoke understanding and perhaps sympathy within 
the Lebanese public, or at least within the portion of it that rejects discrimination. 
In this sense, these cases aimed at abolishing discrimination against Palestinians 
fall within the accepted ideas of rejecting discrimination on the basis of nation-
al origin and the like. While discriminating citizens from foreigners is not racial 
discrimination, discrimination against some foreigners may constitute racial dis-
crimination according to the understanding articulated by the International Con-
vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Among the most 
important statuses that could be challenged in this regard are the prohibition of 
property ownership by Palestinian refugees and the application of the reciprocity 
clause to them. 

The second kind is cases that demand rights that the Lebanese people have 
a proven interest in recognizing. For example, a Palestinian refugee could de-
mand the right to pursue a profession affected by a statistically proven shortage 
in the Lebanese labor market, or a profession for which Lebanon is importing 
and licensing foreign workers to satisfy market demand. In such a case, granting 
Palestinians the right to practice this profession is in Lebanon’s interest, especially 
as the Palestinian workforce reuses the money that it earns within the Lebanese 
economy. The migrant workforce, in contrast, usually sends its earnings to families 
living overseas.

The third kind is cases involving demands that fall within the framework of a par-
ticular Lebanese campaign. One example is the demand to grant nationality to 
the children of a Lebanese woman who are born to a Palestinian refugee father. 
Although such a case may strike the anti-naturalization nerve, developments oc-
curring on the global, Arab regional, and national level in the direction of main-
streaming equality and rejecting gender discrimination may in future completely 
change the way the issue is approached;[75] such that a person born to a Leba-
nese mother and Palestinian father is considered as Lebanese as he is Palestinian, 
which precludes the application of the non-naturalization principle to him.
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However, this anticipated change to the “patriarchal system” – namely the at-
tribution of a child to both its parents – is still out of reach. Additional initiatives 
and interventions are needed in order to accelerate its accomplishment. In this 
regard, it may be prudent to begin the litigation with cases aimed at granting 
nationality to children born to Lebanese women and stateless fathers and to thus 
obtain rulings that would  benefit  children born to Lebanese women and Pales-
tinian fathers in subsequent cases. The Frontiers Ruwad Association has already 
begun working in this area. 

•	 Criterion two: carefully selecting the lawyer and judge

To overcome the aforementioned obstacles – particularly the judges’ and law-
yers’ understandings of their jobs – and to increase the chances of the case’s 
success, the lawyer and judge should be selected carefully. Their understandings 
of their jobs should suit the needs of strategic litigation, as explained earlier. This 
careful selection is the principal means of guaranteeing that the case will be-
come an opportunity for the various players in the judicial arena to work together 
to enact a legal change.

•	 Criterion three: preventing a potential loss in court from becoming  
a moral or material loss and avoiding cases in which the chances of 
such losses are high

This criterion responds to the concern expressed earlier about losing the case, 
which could reflect negatively on the status of Palestinian refugees.

Moral defeat occurs when the judiciary confirms the legality of the contested 
practice or legal principle, thereby undermining the perspective of the defenders 
of Palestinian refugee rights instead of reinforcing it. The moral defeat is greater 
when the ruling is issued by the supreme court (the Court of Cassation) as judges 
in first instance courts can then cite it to easily sidestep questions put to them, 
thus defeating one of the points of strategic litigation (to confront judges with an 
obligation to respond). 
As explained earlier, such a defeat is mitigated by the fact that the decision 
can easily be contested and portrayed as an extension of the reign of prejudice 
over Palestinian issues – prejudice that requires several attempts made over a 
potentially prolonged period to eliminate. In other words, the decision can be 
portrayed as new evidence of the prevalence of prejudices over justice.
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It does not change the prevailing reality at all even though the hope was – and 
remains – that the judiciary would successfully rationalize the law’s position in 
this area. One decision portrayed in this manner was the Constitutional Court’s 
ruling on foreign ownership of property: the ruling became a black mark against 
the legitimacy of this court and its independence from the political authorities. 
The more scholarly and rational the criticism of the negative rulings is, the more 
it ripens the issue and stimulates other judges to separate themselves from the 
criticized ruling.

To reinforce the credibility of the adopted position against the possibility of neg-
ative rulings, strategic litigation must be coupled with a strategy of litigation – i.e. 
of filing cases – that is extensive in terms of time and place. In such a strategy, 
each new case reopens the debate, confronting the examining judge with the 
obligation to answer the questions put to him. This dispersion reflects a desire  to 
not accept that the battle is over despite one or more losses in court and to ex-
ploit these losses to increase the chances of winning. It is a given that a loss does 
not change reality at all, whereas a win, by nature, may constitute a dent in the 
prevailing regime and a turn towards reconstructing the legal system in this area. 
From this perspective, a win in one case is more significant and remarkable and 
has a greater presence in public discourse than a thousand losses. 

Subsequently, on the basis of this criterion, we should avoid filing risky cases in 
high courts in order to preserve the power to litigate before lower degree au-
thorities and, in any case, to ensure that a loss in court does not end the battle 
or become a moral defeat. Such cases can be avoided via the adoption of a 
litigation strategy that is extensive in terms of time and place.

The fear of material losses poses more delicate questions. How can we prevent 
losses in court from becoming material losses for the Palestinian refugees them-
selves? For example, if a Palestinian files a claim to compel a Lebanese citizen 
from whom he bought property to register the property under his name, the Leb-
anese citizen could respond by filing a case to annul the sale contract on the 
basis that it violates public order. That citizen could then force the Palestinian 
to abandon the sale in exchange for a refund of the amount he originally paid, 
which may have become trivial. 

These concerns must be handled responsibly in order to protect the refugees’ 
interests.
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Hence, this criterion may prompt us to select the safest cases, such as one in 
which a Palestinian files a case against his mother in agreement with her in order 
to compel her to register on his name a property that she had endowed to him 
via a written deed. In such a case, the mother’s aim is to ensure the transfer of her 
property to her Palestinian son in her lifetime and to overturn the legal prohibition 
on the latter from acquiring the property either via endowment or inheritance. If 
the case succeeds, the litigants succeed in delegitimizing the legal prohibition. If, 
on the other hand, the case fails, the property retains its previous status and no 
one sustains any material loss. 

•	 Criterion four: gradual progression in litigation

Gradual progression in litigation is essential, for demanding specific rights some-
times requires that potentially time-consuming precursory measures be taken. A 
demand considered provocative today becomes acceptable if we pave the 
way for it appropriately.

Examples of this progression include the aforementioned litigation to grant na-
tionality to the children of a Lebanese woman who are born to a Palestinian fa-
ther. Gradual progression is also possible in cases challenging the application of 
the reciprocity clause to Palestinians: we may begin with the easiest cases – i.e. 
those that do not require suing influential bodies such as the professional syndi-
cates or particular ministries. We can, for example, recommend filing cases in the 
area of legal aid. If the litigation succeeds in abolishing the reciprocity condition 
in this area, cases to abolish it in more sensitive areas can be filed.

Similar gradual progression occurred, for example, in the cases pertaining to the 
arbitrary detention of Iraqi refugees. The initial cases were aimed at ending their 
arbitrary detention. When the litigation in this area succeeded, we progressed to 
a second stage aimed at compelling the state to pay compensation for arbitrary 
detention. When this actually occurred, we progressed to a third stage aimed at 
settling the compulsory fine imposed on the state for refusing to implement the 
judicial ruling to release one of the refugees.
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•	 Criterion	five:	the	cases	filed	must	have	important	dimensions

This criterion is self-evident and hence requires no further comment. Suffice to 
say, these important dimensions should primarily relate to law and rights and thus 
facilitate a vast change in the status of Palestinian refugees.

2. The strategy parallel to the litigation

This strategy is no less important than the legal strategy and is an integral part of 
strategic litigation. What steps and measures can be taken before, after, or in 
parallel with the court cases in order to ripen the issue within the judicial cadre 
and help attain the best outcomes in court and before public opinion? In other 
words, what steps can be taken to mitigate or overcome the obstacles to suc-
cessful strategic litigation in this area?

•	 Organizing seminars and dialogues aimed at enriching the rights-based 
approach to Palestinian refugee issues

In parallel with the court cases, it is beneficial to launch specialized academic 
discussions and dialogues to debate the approaches taken regarding Palestinian 
refugees’ status in Lebanon and the extent of their conformity to Lebanon’s mor-
al and material interests. Such discussions should be held in accordance with a 
strategy and approach perfectly aligned with the legal strategy and approach. 
Once again, gradual progression should be employed in expanding the scopes 
of the discussion. The initial discussions should be constrained to academic or ex-
pert settings, but they may later become more open. Similarly, it may sometimes 
be best to incorporate the discussion about Palestinian refugees within discussions 
encompassing similar social issues so that the refugees’ status is approached un-
der the umbrella of other, more inviting and socially acceptable issues. These dis-
cussions could potentially be about non-discrimination, a mother’s right to pass 
on her nationality, stateless persons, and other topics that help normalize discus-
sion of the Palestinian refugee issue and mainstream the inclusion of Palestinian 
rights within the various human rights programs and plans.[76] 

The hope is that these discussions occurring in parallel with the court cases will 
enhance the debates occurring before the judiciary with media material and 
intellectual material and international expertise.
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The discussions can also sensitize litigants, as well as lawyers and rights organiza-
tions, to the importance of resorting to strategic litigation in this area and sensitize 
judges to the significance of the obligation awaiting them. That said, at times it 
may appear undesirable, at least during the initial period, to announce in these 
discussions the cases that have been filed and remain pending or to turn these 
cases themselves into discussion material. 

The precaution expressed here in a number of places – in the selection of the 
seminars’ topics and its breadth and gradual progression – is an attempt to ensure 
that the young rights-based discourse in Palestinian refugee issues has a chance 
to develop and richen before it enters an open confrontation with a multitude of 
political forces and arguments rejecting it and working to undermine it.

•	 Sensitizing a large number of lawyers and judges to the importance of 
their roles in social issues, particularly Palestinian refugees

The objective in this regard is to target the cadres of lawyers and judges, the 
two bodies directly concerned with litigation mechanisms. Involving them does 
not necessarily mean including them in the litigation of this area, for it may also 
mean comprise of them  thinking about the rights-based approach adopted 
and, in particular, about the possibility of using the judiciary as an arena or lab 
setting to consolidate this approach. This may then prompt them to ponder their 
conception of the functions of the legal professions they practice. One of the 
most important means that can be employed in this area is to produce a model 
pleading aimed at overturning some of the forms of the discrimination against 
Palestinian refugees or, more broadly, at improving their legal status. This plead-
ing may be distributed to a large number of lawyers and judges, with an appeal 
for the lawyers to use it when providing counsel to Palestinian refugees or litigating 
for them and an appeal for judges to seek guidance from it when examining cas-
es in which problems of this kind are raised. While we expect this model pleading 
to constitute a fundamental pillar of the desired rights-based approach, it also 
inevitably invites lawyers and judges, at least implicitly, to form a different under-
standing of their jobs, as explained earlier.

Another beneficial means that could be employed in this regard is to organize 
lectures and seminars for people working in this field.
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Such events could include, for example, public lectures and seminars about the 
strategic litigation concept, the challenges of the legal professions, and the im-
portance of the judiciary’s independence in strengthening its social role.

•	 Developing a media strategy

Additionally, a media strategy to advance the aforementioned strategies should 
be developed. The presence of The Legal Agenda as an instrument of special-
ized and committed media is an assisting factor in this area. Similarly, the friend-
ships woven between media personnel and rights organizations ensures that 
these cases are handled in a responsible and committed manner that minimizes 
the risks of the legal action becoming another scarecrow during its initial stages.

We hope that this report injects vitality into Palestinian refugee issues in a manner 
that serves both Lebanese and Palestinian interests and increases feelings of har-
mony between people whose circumstances have fated them to live a lifetime 
together in one country.
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